Conference Schedule

Friday, May 30 • NYU LAW SCHOOL, Greenberg Lounge, 40 Washington Square South

8:00--9:20 Registration / Breakfast /
Opening Remarks by Professor Michael Laver, Dean of Social Science

9:20--10:40 Session chair: Maria Piñango
Roger Levy, Leon Bergen, and Noah Goodman, ‘Roses and flowers: An informativeness implicature in probabilistic semantics’
Marie-Christine Meyer, Grammatical uncertainty implicatures and Hurford’s constraint

10:40--11:00 Coffee break

11:00--12:00 Session chair: Lucas Champollion
Lauri Karttunen (invited talk), Three ways of not being lucky

12:00--1:30 Lunch break

1:30--2:50 Session chair: Graeme Forbes
Gillian Ramchand, Stativity and ‘present tense’ epistemics
Daniel Lassiter, The weakness of ‘must’: In defense of a mantra

2:50--3:10 Coffee break

3:10--6:00 Poster Session (DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS, 10 Washington Place)
Talk alternates present posters, if not called upon.

5:00--7:00 Wine and Cheese Reception, overlapping with the Poster Session
(DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS, 10 Washington Place)

Saturday, May 31 • NYU LAW SCHOOL, Greenberg Lounge, 40 Washington Square South

8:30--9:00 Breakfast / Registration

9:00--10:00 Session chair: Chris Barker
Sarah Moss (invited talk), On the semantics of epistemic vocabulary

10:00--10:20 Coffee break

10:20--12:20 Session chair: Barry Schein
Yulia Zinova and Hana Filip, Meaning components in the constitution of Russian verbs: Presuppositions or implicatures?
Dag Haug, The anaphoric semantics of partial control
Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten, Interpreting DP-modifying modal adverbs
12:20--1:50   Lunch break, followed by a 10-min time warp

2:00--3:20   Session chair: Anamaria Fălăuș
Wataru Uegaki, *Japanese-type alternative questions in a cross-linguistic perspective*
Margit Bowler, *Conjunction and disjunction in a language without ‘and’*

3:20--3:40   Coffee break

3:40--5:00   Session chair: Kristen Syrett
Robert Grimm, Choonkyu Lee, Eva Poortman, and Yoad Winter, *Evidence for non-existent readings of locative indefinites*
Florian Schwarz, *Presuppositions are fast, whether hard or soft - Evidence from the visual world paradigm*

5:00--5:10   Short Break

5:10--6:10   Session chair: Roger Schwarzschild
Emmanuel Chemla (invited talk), *Logic in Grammar: An experimental investigation*

6:10--6:30   Business Meeting

7:00--11:00   Dinner at Jing Fong Restaurant, 20 Elizabeth Street

**Sunday, June 1 • NYU LAW SCHOOL, Greenberg Lounge, 40 Washington Square South**

9:00--9:30   Breakfast

9:30--10:30   Session chair: Philippe Schlenker
Valentine Hacquard (invited talk), *Bootstrapping into attitudes*

10:30--10:50   Coffee break

10:50--12:10   Session chair: Chungmin Lee
Suzi Lima, *All notional mass nouns are count nouns in Yudja*
Scott AnderBois, *On the exceptional status of reportative evidentials*

12:10--12:20   Short Break

12:20--1:00   Session chair: James Pryor
Chris Kennedy, *Predicates and formulas: Evidence from ellipsis*

End of conference